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ABSTRACT

The increasing channel capacity and complexity of flight test data acquisition systems have
made the problems of physical distribution of the system throughout the test aircraft and
determining the system configuration a very time consuming and costly portion of the flight
test process. These problems are complicated because the new aircraft, irrespective of
size, have more complex systems and less space is available to install the classical data
acquisition and recording system. The solution to the installation problem is to have a
highly modular system that can be configured as either a distributed system with remote
multiplexing and a PCM Central Controller, or with the same multiplexed hardware as a
stand-alone or master/slave system where the functional power and complexity afforded by
the PCM Central Controller are not required. The solution to the configuration control
problem is to have a ‘hands-off’ data acquisition system with all variables of the signal
conditioning and PCM encoding functions under software control. In one concept, this
includes functions such as instrumentation amplifier gains and offsets, presample filter
knee selection, a common gain programmable amplifier with programmable offsets, and
randomly addressable multiplexers with a PCM Central Controller that can store multiple
data cycle maps. With all of the variable functions of the system under software control,
system configuration can be determined automatically during pre- and post-flight test from
a portable ground test set that produces a hardcopy printout of the system configuration.
This system concept is being augmented by increasing sampling rate capability up to 500k
sps for processing vibration/acoustic data. Fiber optical communications are available
between the PCM Central Controller and the remote signal conditioners and multiplexers
to provide immunity from extremely high common mode plateaus between subsystem
elements located in different parts of a composite materials airframe. This next generation
data system is being developed for general purpose flight and ground test applications.



INTRODUCTION

One of the significant user problems in test instrumentation systems, in both flight test and
wind tunnels, has been configuration control. This problem is complicated as data systems
for a single test have gotten larger in recent years and is especially complicated when large
numbers of hardware programmable pre-sample filters are used to eliminate aliasing errors.
In the wind tunnel application, it was generally possible to take a photograph of the
amplifier racks before a test to verify the settings of gains and filter knees. Excitation
voltage settings and offset bias settings (channel sensitivity trimming) however, could not
be checked with photographic techniques. In the airborne system, excitation voltage setting
configuration problems were solved using fixed excitation voltages and programmable gain
amplifiers. Offset bias adjustments, however, could not be checked. Usually the first time
a user found out he had a configuration control problem was during the test when data on
certain channels did not appear as expected.

Configuration control becomes more difficult and time consuming when remote
multiplexing systems are used as required by recent test aircraft where there is no space
such as unnecessary sections of avionics bays or similar locations in the aircraft to install
PCM system hardware. When signal conditioners and PCM encoders must be located in
‘closed’ areas such as wing leading edges, vertical and horizontal stabilizers, fillets and
fairing sections, etc., it is time consuming to install and either difficult or impossible to
visually inspect hardwire programmable configurations.

Another significant user problem in test instrumentation is extremely high common mode
plateaus between different parts of an airframe composed of large sections of composite
materials that prevent the airframe from being a reasonably good ground plane. This means
either all inputs must be able to sustain high common mode voltages (up to several
hundred volts as compared to the 5V or 10V represented by the excitation voltage of a
bridge with one leg open) or remote multiplexing concepts must be used so the hardware is
located in the same common mode zone as the sensor. Even with this solution for inputs,
the problem is only shifted to the inter-system communication path. Here of course, fiber
optical communications can be substituted for conventional copper cables to accommodate
high common mode differentials between various zones of the test aircraft.

Finally, the instrumentation system user is confronted with the need to store multiple data
cycle maps that are selectable in flight depending on the test modes conducted during an
extended flight. For example, high frequency sampling of vibration channels during a
flutter dive may only consume 5 or 10% of a 2 hour test flight while during other flight
modes it is desired to monitor engine and fuel parameters, pressures and temperatures and
avionics performance. In line with the user’s desired use of multiple sampling maps during
different test modes, is the ability to change the PCM word rates to optimize



recorder/telemetry bandwidth requirements to match those needed for the different modes
of the test flight.

In the process of solving the configuration control problem, it was decided to keep the
modular and flexible system architecture of the AIFTDS-4000 product line that has sold so
successfully over the past 15 years. New design would be restricted to updating the
module technology with the latest devices so as to provide EMI protection, increased
accuracy, and faster data acquisition word rates. At the same time, it was decided to
incorporate an innovative packaging concept that deletes the physical constraints imposed
by the classical PC cards plugged into a fixed size box. Solutions to all of the preceding
user problems are being implemented in a next generation upgrade of a proven modular
signal conditioning and PCM encoder system. This system is being developed for both
flight and ground testing applications of both airframes and engines as well as for wind
tunnel and vehicle testing.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In attempting to solve many of the current user problems with classical instrumentation,
one option was to start with a clean sheet of paper and not salvage any features of the
highly successful AIFTDS-4000 PCM system architecture. A quick survey of about 30 of
the present system users, however, showed that there were no complaints about the
AIFTDS system architecture except configuration control, size and cost. The original
architecture was based on either of two basic system configurations: (1) a PCM Central
Controller (RMDU Controller Unit or RCU) and several multiple Remote Multiplexer/
Demultiplexer Units (RMDUs); and (2) a standalone RMDU with optional slaves in a
master/slave configuration where greater channel capacity is required than could be
provided by a single standalone RMDU chassis.

The RMDU, since its introduction, was a modular PCM encoder divided into overhead
and I/O modules with up to eleven I/O modules interconnected on a computer type
backplane in a single housing. A typical standalone single RMDU system is depicted in
functional block diagram form in Figure 1. The 64 channel Presample Conditioner Unit
(PCU) and the 30 channel Thermocouple Isothermal Unit (TCIU) are separate AIFTDS
signal conditioners that can be remoted from the RMDU up to 100 meters. The RMDU
contains three overhead modules: (1) the Digital Processor Module; (2) the Analog
Processor Module; and (3) the Power Supply Module. The Digital Processor Module, in
turn, is provided in three different configurations: (1) the Standalone Timing Module
(SAT-M) used to generate the PCM stream when an RMDU is used as a standalone PCM
system; (2) the Digital Data Processor Module (DDP-M) used when the PCM Central
Controller (RMDU Controller Unit or RCU) controls the system; and (3) the Slave Digital
Data Processor Unit (S-DDP-M) used when multiple RMDU chassis are connected in a



master/slave configuration generating a single PCM stream. A functional block diagram of
a larger single stream PCM system using both master and slave RMDU chassis and PCM
PCUs (a 64 channel PCU with an integral multiplexer, A/D converter and a Slave Digital
Data Processor) is depicted in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows multiple RMDUs driven from a
Central Controller (RCU) that generates multiple PCM streams and has a DMA channel to
a host computer.

The RCU supports up to 16 RMDUs and up to 8 data destination devices which could be
either PCM encoder modules or host CPU DMA channels. This system architecture was
primarily used by the wind tunnel community. The RCU however, could control either
airborne types of RMDUs or their lower cost 19 inch rack mounted equivalents in the
same system. This permitted some RMDUs to be located inside the models while other
units monitored tunnel parameters on the exterior of the tunnel. The RCU was also used as
the Central Controller in airborne systems used to test large transport type aircraft.

Programmable word rates were provided in either system configuration, with up to 256
word rates provided by the RCU and up to 15 word rates from the SAT-M. Also,
programmable word lengths of 10, 11 or 12 bits, with or without parity, were provided.
However, without RCU control from a separate computer, the standalone and master/slave
word lengths were hardwire programmable in the laboratory and only word rates could be
changed in flight.

The biggest complaint from users was that they always seemed to need 2 or 3 more
channels than were available from an RMDU full of I/O modules, and they ended up with
a second system box that was mostly empty. Also, some remote zones did not have more
than 40 or 50 channels to start with, so even a single chassis was only partly full of I/O
modules. All users, however, said they really valued the capability of the integrated signal
conditioning that could be augmented with separate signal conditioner units where large
numbers of presample filters or bridge excitation/completion channels were required.

Thus, the final design decision for a totally software controlled data acquisition system
was to stay with the proven basic AIFTDS-4000 modular system architecture and merely
try to solve most of the user complaints and, where reasonable, provide all of the new
functions the user wanted. This meant software control of all normally manual adjustments
and controls; speeding up the maximum throughput from 125k sps to 500k sps to handle
dynamic data; making both 12 bit and 16 bit analog-to-digital converters available;
permitting PCM word lengths of 10, 12 or 16 bits/word; and most importantly, developing
a modular mechanical assembly where the size of an encoder or signal conditioner at any
one zone of the aircraft was driven by the number of I/O modules, and where the full
software capacity of from 1 to 15 I/O modules could be accommodated by a single
RMDU, either as a master or a slave. Finally, it was decided that the PCM Central



Controller should be modularly expandable - the same as the PCM encoder - so that its
physical size was determined by the number of PCM output ports required and the number
of PCM encoders to be connected to the system in that configuration.

INTEGRAL SIGNAL CONDITIONING

One of the system architectural features that has proven most desirable (based on user
feedback) is the ability to accommodate integral signal conditioners in the PCM encoder
(RMDU) when it makes sense, based on the quantities and/or types of conditioners
required for a given zone of the aircraft. For example, the first level of integration is to be
able to process both analog and discrete/digital inputs in the same PCM encoder assembly,
instead of separating those functions in two different encoders, as is required by many
manufacturers’ products. At the same time, it must be possible to use separate signal
conditioners in a standalone PCU, or a PCM PCU, when there are so many channels
requiring bridge excitation/completion and/or presample filtering, that several PCM
encoders and their higher overhead module costs would be required for the completely
integrated configuration.

For example, it is possible to package four hardwire Presample Filters (PSF)s on a single
I/O RMDU module with a 4 channel multiplexer. Each RMDU supports up to 15 I/O
modules. When only 16, 20 or 32 PSFs are required at one zone of the test aircraft, it
probably makes more sense to use the integrated PSF I/O module, as that would only
consume 4, 5 or 8 I/O modules in the RMDU, leaving 11, 10 or 7 I/O modules for other
types of sensor conditioning. At the same time, if there were 60, 80 or 100 channels in a
zone requiring PSFs, it would cost less and consume less volume to use one or two
standalone 64 channel PCUs with the PCM encoder, because the 128 high-level analog
outputs from the PCU would only require four 32 channel analog multiplexer modules in
the PCM encoder. This would leave up to 11 additional I/O modules at the encoder for
other types of sensor inputs such as synchros, LVDTs, flow sensors, discretes, and 1553B
buses.

Based on these alternatives, a single RMDU could accommodate up to 60 analog inputs
with integral PSFs (not a large amount), whereas the same encoder could accept up to 480
analog inputs (15 x 32) from eight standalone 64 channel PCUs feeding 32 channel analog
multiplexer modules in the RMDU. The key point is that the configuration option for
presample filters is up to the system designer on a zone by zone basis throughout the test
aircraft.



SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION CONTROL CONCEPTS

There are two concepts which can be implemented to ensure software configuration
control of the classical research and test instrumentation system. One concept is to use
passive first order noise filters in front of each differential analog input monitoring
temperature, pressure, strain, position, etc., and provide software controllable offsets (on a
sample by sample basis) for the PCM encoder’s gain programmable amplifier, while over-
sampling each channel at a high rate (depending on the noise filter’s cutoff frequency). The
oversampled analog inputs are then applied to a realtime digital filter unit that performs a
Bessel or Butterworth filtering function in the digital domain and then outputs the filtered
results at a decimated rate equivalent to the sampling frequency that would be selected if a
hardware low pass filter were used in front of the PCM encoder’s multiplexer. The filter
unit then synthesizes the low speed PCM stream the same as would be generated by a
classical PCM encoder system with separate presample filter units.

The second concept is to use conventional PCM encoders and PSFs but to have gains,
offsets and filter knees (a reasonable number) of each presample filter under software
control as well as providing programmable offsets for the common Gain Programmable
Amplifier (GPA) of the PCM encoder. Each of these concepts has advantages and
disadvantages.

The digital filtering approach requires that the analog inputs with only passive noise filters
be sampled from at least 2 to 10 times the rate at which they would be sampled if active
anti-aliasing filters were used in front of the multiplexer. For an 80Hz data channel
containing a presample filter, to obtain a 1/2% error, a sampling rate of 5 times fco

(400 sps) is required. With only a first order passive presample noise filter to reduce noise
characteristics above 400Hz, a sampling rate of at least 1600 sps is required (based on a
Nyquist rate of 2.5 samples/Hz) to prevent aliasing errors of significance in the DC to
640Hz region which is 3 octaves above the passband of interest. For a 200Hz channel the
over-sampling rate should be a minimum of 4000 sps.

Oversampling can easily be achieved, as randomly addressable multiplexers can sample
any channel at any rate up to the maximum conversion rate of the GPA and the A/D
converter. The limitation of number of channels per PCM encoder is determined by the
settling time of the common GPA. Today, the fastest GPA for use with a 12 bit A/D
converter has a limit of about 125k sps for 1/2% accuracy across a -55EC to +85EC
operating temperature. Even this rate requires ping pong sample and hold circuits to allow
for a full 8 microsecond settling time of the GPA. Thus one PCM encoder could only
process 32 channels of 200Hz data or 78 channels of 80Hz data based on the proceeding
sampling rate analysis.



Some people could argue about the optimism of the preceding sampling rates analysis.
However, any more conservative solution would drive per channel sampling rates higher
and further reduce the number of channels per PCM encoder. In any respect, oversampling
for the large number of channels (over 500) in a modern test instrumentation system means
multiple PCM encoders and digital filter/compresser units. A typical system using this
concept might be configured as depicted in Figure 4.

The requirement for multiple PCM encoders invokes another functional unit in the system
and that is the need for a merger, to combine the multiple compressed (decimated) filtered
PCM streams into a single PCM stream that can be used for telemetry while the multiple
lower speed PCM streams are recorded on parallel tracks of the PCM tape recorder.
Another consideration of the realtime digital filtering concept relates to the need for more
complex data cycle map designs to accommodate oversampled analog inputs concurrent
with digital and discrete data that is not subject to aliasing errors and thus need not be
oversampled. To eliminate this problem it is probably necessary to have the encoder/filter
units only sample analog inputs. This in turn defeats the significant installation advantages
of having an integrated PCM encoder that can sample both analog and discrete/ digital
inputs in the same unit.

The realtime airborne digital filter concept provides a significant reduction in system
volume as 4 or 5 digital filter units would consume less than 1/2 the volume of eight 64
channel PCUs. The recurring hardware cost is also less, once the non-recurring hardware
and software development costs have been underwritten. Probably the biggest negative
feature of the digital filtering concept is that whenever there is data of questionable quality
during the test, there is no raw data tape to analyze so as to determine whether the
filtering/decimation software was operating correctly as opposed to there being a genuine
problem with the airframe subsystem being tested. Finally, digital filtering is only viable
for static and transient data as oversampling of vibration and acoustic data would generate
the need for too many encoder/filter units.

Thus when considering all of the tradeoffs of each concept for achieving software
configuration control, the use of programmable presample filters is certainly non-
controversial and was the solution of choice by most data acquisition system designers and
users. With software control of both the PSFs and the PCM encoder GPA it is possible
during the preflight system checkout to request a hardcopy printout of the programmed
electrical configuration of each presample filter as well as that of the common GPA. It is
even possible during the test flight to change any filter’s electrical configuration without
affecting the PCM sampling map or interrupting the PCM stream.



SOFTWARE CONTROL OF GAIN, OFFSET & Fco

Presample filters for some years have been available with software programmable gains
and filter knee frequencies. However, because knee frequency changes were implemented
by changing the rc values in the filter’s feedback circuits, it was necessary to switch 6 to 8
parts per cutoff frequency in a four pole low pass (36 dB/octave rolloff) filter. Because of
the relatively high cost of parts and large amount of PC area required by the knee
switching components, these filters were generally limited to three or four cutoff
frequencies and they were very costly (from over $1000 to nearly $2000 per channel).
They were also too large to be used in most airborne remote multiplexing applications.

The recent introduction of the Mask Programmable/ Switching Capacitor by several
semiconductor suppliers has permitted the design of filters with a wide range of knee
selection points using very few components and at a reasonable hardware cost. Also
devices such as the Thomson Semiconducters (formerly Mostek) TSG85XXX provide an
8th order Butterworth capability in an 8 pin DIP with only a few external discrete parts.
This unit can have the knee set to any f  from 10Hz to 640Hz merely by changing theco

clock frequency applied to the device. It provides twice the rolloff slope of the classical 4
pole filter so its lower cutoff frequency of 10Hz is as good as a 4 pole filter with an f  atco

5Hz.

Configuring the instrumentation amplifier with nine programmable offsets permits sensor
tare signals to be biased out under software control. It also permits increased gain to be
used with unipolor signals processed by a bipolar PCM encoder. The desired number of
selectable gains is 12, to provide gains of 0.5 to 1024 in binary steps (or gains of 1.0 to
2048 when a ± 10V full scale A/D converter is used in place of a ±5V full scale A/D
converter). A functional block diagram of the software Programmable Presample Filter
Unit (PPFU) is presented in Figure 5.

The PPFU is composed of a programming control card, up to 32 programmable presample
filters and a power supply. The program control card functions as the interface between the
programmable filters and the Computer Control/Display Unit (CCDU) which serves as the
program load, verify and test unit. The control card uses the same CMOS microprocesser
that is used to program and control all programmable modules in the system. Thus, the
programming protocols for all units are the same. A unit code plug alerts the CCDU which
of up to 32 different filter units the CCDU is connected to, so that there is a unit number
record as well as a PSF card configuration record for each channel. This permits up to
1024 PPSFs to be incorporated in a single instrumentation system.

Figure 6 is a functional block diagram of one Programmable Filter Channel. Each filter has
two buffered outputs; one filtered and one non-filtered. The gain and null adjustments



shown are only for gain trim and offset trim and are set only once per channel in the
laboratory.

SAMPLING SPEEDS vs A/D RESOLUTION

One of the keys to the flexibility of the system is the ability to adapt the A/D conversion
resolution to various system applications. At the same time, there are throughput
limitations when using GPAs and/or 16 bit resolution A/D converters. The architectural
approach to, satisfying these variables is partly related to the division of functions and
correlative packaging.

To make the RMDU modular and flexible, the various functions are packaged into single
plug-in modules, even if the components for a functional module consume more than one
PC card. In the new system packaging configuration, the overhead modules are connected
to the I/O modules via a computer backplane that is physically extended with the addition
of each I/O module (up to the addressing limit of 15 I/O modules) in a single PCM
encoder.

All of the digital I/O and overhead modules are designed to operate at word rates up to
500k wps. There are three interchangeable types of ADP-Ms. One ADP-M has a GPA and
12 bit A/D converter and can be used for high and/or low level inputs at sampling rates up
to 125k wps. At word rates above this, the multiplexer must be driven by a low
impedance, terminated source, so analog inputs for operation at rates above 125k wps
require a presample filter or amplifier per channel. Since these low impedance sources are
essentially single ended, a differential instrumentation amplifier is not needed and a single
ended buffer ADP-M; (with 12 bit resolution) can be used for analog data acquisition rates
from 125k wps to the maximum RMDU word rate of 500k wps.

For high resolution static data requirements such as those encountered in wind tunnels and
engine test cells, an ADP-M with both a GPA and a 16 bit A/D converter is provided. This
module, of course, only operates at sampling rates up to 125k wps. PCM word lengths less
than 12 bits/word are achieved on the Digital Processor Module by truncating the output of
the 12 bit (or the 16 bit) ADP-Ms.

A/D converters with conversion rates in excess of 125k wps at 16 bpw or 500k wps at
12 bpw can be obtained, but there were other factors in limiting the maximum word rates
for a single PCM encoder. One is that 500k wps x 12 bpw generates a 6 Mbps PCM
stream. Even when passed through a premodulation filter, this still represents a bandwidth
of 3 MHz which taxes the frequency response capacity of most analog (Non-HDDR) PCM
recorders and telemetry transmitters. Secondly, serial communications are required
between the optional PCM Central Controller and the RMDUs, or between master/ slave



RMDUs when a PCM CC is not used. Serial communications are essential to reduce cable
sizes or to permit fiber optic cables to be used as the communications links between
different parts of the test aircraft to overcome the extremely high common mode voltages
that exist between different parts of an aircraft using composite carbon structures. The use
of a 24 bit/word serial address at 500k wps generates an 83 nanosecond clock time, and
clocks faster than this become much more costly to generate and handle within the system
(they are not cost effective). Therefore, it was felt that the best system tradeoff was to limit
the acquisition rate of a single system to a maximum throughput of 500k wps.

If it were necessary to achieve a system throughput greater than 500k wps, it would only
be necessary to add a digital PCM merger unit to combine several (up to 16) of the 6
Mbps PCPA streams for classical PCM recording, and to produce an up to 96 Mbps
stream that could be telemetered on a K  band telemetry transmitter.u

PCM CENTRAL CONTROLLER

There are some system applications where it is necessary to change data cycle maps during
a single flight test. Examples of this requirement are when sampling rates on the same
channel (or channels) need to be changed because the raw data bandwidth changes during
different modes of a flight and it is not practical to sample that (those) channels at the
highest required sampling rate throughout the test flight. One example would be flutter
strain gages where bandwidth is only critical during the dive that tries to achieve flutter
velocities. Another would be the frequency response of engine parameters that is only high
during takeoff and climb-out. Also, acoustic data is generally only of interest during certain
segments of the flight and not from pre-engine start to post flight engine shutdown.

The SAT-M in the RMDU (PCM encoder), in order to minimize hardware costs, is only
configured with enough memory to support a single large data cycle map (such as a 650
word frame with 256 frames/cycle or 166k words/ cycle). Even here, in order to minimize
memory size, cost and power consumption, separate memories are used for mainframe
addresses and subframe column addresses. Separate counters are incremented by
lookahead bits in each channel address to drive the mainframe/ subframe memory address
counters.

To effectively switch formats during flight, the formal switching should be done during the
frame synchronization pattern period so there is no loss of continuity in the PCM data. It is
essential to keep the frame and subframe synchronizers on the ground station locked up
throughout the cycle map switchover. To avoid many frames of data loss at format switch
time, the bit rate must be the same for all formats. This is not a severe restriction since by
using different length frames and having a lookahead word after the ID counter (or after
IRIG time when it is embedded as the 3 words after subframe ID), the ground station can



be programmed to switch between decoms during the sync period (two or more decoms
programmed to decommutate different data cycle maps) and lock on the first sync pattern.
In this manner, multiple PCM sampling rates can be achieved during flight without loss of
more than 1 frame of data through the telemetry link or when reading back PCM tapes
recorded on board at the PCM ground station. If frame length and bit rate were the same
for multiple data cycle maps with the variables being cycle depth and channel location
within the map, then one decom/map could be preprogrammed at the ground station and
dynamic switching between maps in the airplane and decoms in the ground station could
be achieved without the loss of any data (again by switching during the sync word time
slots).

In order to switch data cycle maps dynamically, it is necessary to have multiple EEPROM
memories, or a very large memory, with loadable registers to set the start and end memory
locations for the mainframe and subframe time slots in each data cycle map. This
additional logic, switching and memory circuits, of course, is not justified for systems that
do not need to switch data cycle maps during flight.

In essence, the PCM Central Controller (PCM CC) is functionally, multiple SAT-Ms
controlled by a microcomputer that can address a variable number of PCM encoder
modules. Figure 7 is a functional block diagram of a PCM Central Controller.

The PCM CC is packaged using the some modular package concept as the RMDU (PCM
encoder) and the PPFU. It is composed of four overhead modules and a variable number of
communications and PCM output modules. The muster memory and timing module is very
similar to the SAT-M used in the RMDU, except that it has a much larger memory to store
multiple data cycle maps and it does not contain the PCM encoder functions. The data
selector module routes data received from the RMDUs to the appropriate PCM output
module. The same data word may be sent concurrently to two PCM encoder modules so
that selective (or all) data can be routed to the telemetry transmitter and to multiple tracks
of the onboard PCM tape recorder.

The PCM output modules can be programmed for different IRIG codes and word (bit)
rates so that the PCM recorder can operate at a low enough speed to record the entire test
flight with one or two passes through the tape. The only programming restriction between
PCM output modules is that they all must work at integer rates of the systems maximum
data acquisition word rate.

The computer module in the PCM CC is not fast enough to control the sampling memory
and PCM data selector modules in realtime, therefore, it is primarily used to load the PCM
CC and test the system (bit/slice machines perform the realtime address/data routing).
Since the CPU is not used in realtime, except as a health monitor, it is available to perform



limited EU conversions and derived parameter generation. The computed data can be
inserted in dummy time slots in the recorder or transmitter streams and/or sent via the
RS-422 port to a multifunction display unit in the cockpit for presentation to the test pilot.

COMMUNICATIONS OPTIONS

The system is designed to be able to use either conventional differential electrical or fiber
optical serial communications. In order to minimize the communications link hardware
costs, both channel address and a separate clock line are sent from either the PCM CC or
the slave RMDU driver (in a master/slave standalone system) to the RMDU. For short
distances (up to 20 meters), a return clock line is not required between the RMDU and the
PCM CC. For distances from 20 meters to 150 meters a return clock line is required along
with the data line (a total of four TSP cables per slave communications link).

For communications links from 150 meters to several kilometers, fiber optical cables are
required. They are also required for shorter links where the common mode plateau
between the master and the slave exceeds the limits allowed by standard direct coupled
line drivers and receivers.

In order to simplify the fiber optical links, a multimode single fiber cable is used with
wavelength multiplexing of the address, data and clock lines. Wavelengths of 780 to 1550
nanometers are used with optical divider/ combiners. Figure 8 is a functional block
diagram of a fiber optical communications link with the electrical to fiber optic modules.
These modules are packaged in the same form factor as a small RMDU (PCM encoder)
module so they can be added to a master or slave RMDU or PCM CC assembly at any
time.

SYSTEM PACKAGING TECHNIQUES

The new system packaging is probably the most unique feature of the AIFTDS-4000
system upgrade. For the past two decades, all PCM systems, with the exception of a
micro-unit built by Aydin-Vector and a conventional (discrete parts) unit built by Gulton,
have used the classical fixed size box with connectors on one face and plug-in PC cards.
The two expandable package configurations required four through-bolts to hold together
the number of wafers or slices that composed a single assembly. This concept was
generally considered unacceptable (except for applications where the micro-unit, with its
small size, proved to be the only option available). An all hybrid PCM encoder is much
more costly than one that uses conventional parts and, in the case of the micro-unit, the
hybrids were sole sourced and could not generally be repaired in the field by the user. In
the AIFTDS-4000 system upgrade, it was decided to stay with discrete parts and only use
one hybrid, the computer module that has an RCA 1805 microcomputer chip, standard



memory and UART chips. The single hybrid is not sole sourced and it can be repaired at
any hybrid facility.

The key objective in the packaging was to have a backplane that is extended with each
module added to an assembly. Thus, the user can assemble various length subassemblies
depending on the number of channels required at a given zone of the test aircraft. The
second requirement was to have all captive hardware so the installer cannot drop loose
hardware in inaccessible area when installing or removing a module or a complete
assembly in the aircraft. The next requirement was to eliminate flexible cables and hand
wiring from the assembly so that all terminations are mass assembled, flow soldered, or
use surface mount technology (the existing RMDU housing had 28 flex cables, a dozen
bus bars and over 3600 hand solder joints in an empty box).

Next, the unit had to be sealed against moisture and fluids, meet MIL-STD-810 shock,
altitude, vibration and EMI requirements (for both missiles and aircraft) and provide a
significant increase in Built-In-Test (BIT) capability so that trouble shooting could be
accomplished without removing the whole assembly from the test aircraft. Of course, all
programmable features of both the PCM encoder (RMDU) and programmable signal
conditioner (PPFU) must be accessible via a small, portable ground test system (CCDU)
from a central point in the test aircraft.

Finally, all subsystem elements had to be interchangeable to the point where portions of a
PPFU must be able to be attached to an RMDU as well as being able to be configured as a
standalone (remote) signal conditioner unit. The wide range of modules which must be
assembled into a subsystem assembly dictated the design of a modular power supply that
could be used either for a PCU, an RMDU, a combination RMDU/conditioner unit (PCM/
PCU), or, on the PCM Central Controller.

The selected packaging technique was a loaf-of-bread assembly where both overhead and
I/O modules could be plugged together as a functional unit to satisfy the specific channel
requirements of one zone of the aircraft.

Many slice interconnection and assembly techniques were tried as well as the use of
different materials (including stainless steel). Several mockups were fabricated and
subjected to shock and vibration tests to verify the integrity of a large number of slices in
various length (and weight) packages under worst case conditions, including sine wave
resonant search and dwell tests. The final slice configuration selected was a cast aluminum
frame with a single unit (IU) thickness of 0.7 inches. This permitted the use of one or two
PC cards per slice with the second card being a daughterboard to the main card that
contains the signal I/O connector(s) and the backplane connector. An illustration of two 



slices assembled and disassembled is depicted in Figure 9. Figure 10 is an illustration of a
single slice showing the daughterboard attachment technique.

Slices of 1.4 inches (2U) and 2.1 inches (3U) can be produced to provide up to 4 or 6 card
assemblies for more complex modules (e.g. 1553B and ARINC 429 bus listener I/O
modules) and for the ADP-M and the SAT-M. Even the power supply is packaged as a
modular multi-slice assembly so that voltages and currents can be tailored to the needs of a
wide variety of loaf-of-bread functional units.

For long RMDU assemblies composed of 15 to 20 slices, it is necessary to terminate the
backplane bus every 16 to 18 inches in order to successfully use 80 nanosecond clock
frequencies. A backplane terminator slice, when required, provides two additional
functions. It can contain bus drivers to permit physical extension of the bus through a short
cable to a second loaf-of-bread assembly, and/or bring the entire backplane outside the
assembly for test and trouble shooting points not available from the individual module
(slice) test connectors.

The increased efficiency of the modular integrated backplane, which is physically extended
with each slice added to a functional assembly, has provided the new system with 25%
more PC packaging area per I/O module while generating a functional assembly that
consumes only 60% of the volume and footprint area of the present RMDU. The net result
is that an average 50% reduction in system size for a given number of channels has been
achieved.

By packaging two PPSF channels on a single IU slice, up to 32 filter channels can be
assembled with a control card assembly and a power supply to make a standalone 32
channel PCU (PPFU). In the PPFU assembly, the control module permits the collection of
all 32 high level analog signals on the backplane (also used to program each channel) to be
routed to a single connector for external cable connection to a 32 channel Analog
Multiplexer (AMX) module in the PCM encoder (RMDU). Because the PPFU is packaged
using the some loaf-of-bread (one slice per two PPSF channels) concept as the RMDU a
complete 32 channel PPFU can be converted to a PCM encoder by adding the AMX
module, an ADP-M and either a slave DDP-M or a SAT-M to the stack of assemblies.

The PPSF control card module also acts as a bus isolator only bringing power rails through
from the end of the assembly that functions as the RMDU. This is what permits entirely
different functional uses of the modular backplane between the PPFU and the RMDU ends
of a single functional assembly.

Module address decoding is accomplished on the test or buffered signal output connector
mate on each module. Thus there are no DIP switches or jumper wires required to



establish a module’s address code that can be accidentally mis-set before or during
assembly of a loaf. More importantly, since the module address decoding is done on the
module mating connector, there is no fixed order of location of modules required in the
assembly of the loaf as is required by the classical packaging technique, using plug-in
cards in a box. In the manufacturing process, all slice modules are built the same, so there
are no manufacturing configuration control problems or dash number part numbering
problems.

It is even possible to add spare I/O modules in the loaf when configuring a functional
assembly and not use them by not installing the program plug mating connector until it is
necessary to use that module - due to a failure or additional channel requirements. To
replace a failed module in this type of assembly, it is only necessary to relocate the signal
I/O plug and the program plug from the failed module to the healthy module.

Handle bars have been located on each end plate assembly to aid in handling a stack when
climbing a ladder to install an assembly in a hard to access space of the wing or tail of the
test aircraft. The handle also assists ‘in situ’ removal of a wafer that needs to be replaced
or to ‘break-apart’ the loaf to add one or more wafers.

Since there are no protuberances on either side of a loaf assembly, it can be installed in the
aircraft against a bulkhead, or two loaves can be located side by side when assembly
length would otherwise become a problem. With the bus terminator/extender wafer, a very
long assembly with a high channel capacity can be folded back on itself.

Each end plate has three sets of mounting holes so the captive hold-down bolts can be
located on any of three surfaces. A loaf assembly can therefore be installed in the aircraft
with the connector face up or at either 90E location relative to the vertical plane.

There can be nearly an infinite variety of functional assembly sizes depending on the
sensor list requirements at each zone of the test aircraft. Figures 11 through 13 depict three
different typical sizes of assembly from a 7 inch unit capable of monitoring 2048 bus
words from a 1553B data bus, to a 22.4 inch assembly with up to a 2496 channel capacity
with 448 analog inputs (fourteen 32 channel AMX modules) plus the 2048 1553B bus
words.

GROUND CHECKOUT UNIT

The same microcomputer module used as the host CPU in the programmable modules of
the present master/slave RMDU system design was preserved. The same CCDU used to
program and checkout the present AIFTDS-4000 system can thus be used to checkout and
program the new system. A photograph of the CCDU is presented in Figure 14.



This small unit only weighs 10 lbs in its carrying case and operates from 50 to 400Hz, 115
VAC power. It can be used either as a ground test/load unit anywhere in the world, or it
can be flown in the test aircraft as a limited realtime display unit. For more complex
systems, a multifunction display unit would be driven by the more powerful Motorola
68020 CPU in the PCM Central Controller. For PCM Central Controller size systems, an
IBM PC would be used with a printer as the ground checkout unit. The CCDU however,
does have two UART ports so that a portable printer can be connected to the CCDU to
provide a hard copy dump of the memory contents in all programmable modules (the
SAT-M and PPSF control modules). It could also be connected to any of the PCM output
ports of the PCM Central Controller to checkout larger systems at the expense of a less
friendly and more limited keyboard and display surface than provided by the IBM PC.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

There is a multiplexer compiler that links to the ASCII string in the data processing
software in the ground station defining the hardware characteristics of each parameter (or
multiple parameters) in one time slot of the data cycle map. The compiler generates the
object code for the sampling format memory (EEPROMs) in the SAT-M, or for the PCM
CC memory. The sampling map program can be transferred directly via an RS-422 cable
from the ground station computer to the airborne system. If the test aircraft is too far to
reach via cable, the CCDU (or IBM PC) can be used as the program transfer media
between the ground station and the test aircraft.

The CCDU and multiplexer compiler software package have been in use for several years
with recently supplied AIFTDS-4000 systems. The multiplexer compiler is a Fortran
program that has been installed in Telefile, VAX, PDP-11 and IBM PCs. It is currently
being modified to provide the added features of PPSF programmability, the addition of
offsets to the GPA in the ADP-M and the ability to account for several PCM word lengths.
A Fortran EU conversion package is also available for the CCDU that permits it to be used
for EU conversions and derived parameter generation when the CCDU is not being used
as a program load and system checkout unit. Unfortunately there is not enough space in
this hardware description to address the system software in depth.

CONCLUSION

A dramatic improvement in PCM and signal conditioning subsystem integration has been
made possible by the adoption of a new loaf-of-bread modular packaging technique. The
retention of a proven modular system architecture has dramatically reduced system
development time and costs. Many circuits and a key hybrid from recently developed
modules of the AIFTDS-4000 have been able to be re-used with design limited primarily
to device updating and to mechanical packaging. All digital modules have been upgraded



to operate at 500k wps. A new low level GPA/ADC with software programmable offsets
as well as gains is provided for use at system word rates of up to 125k wps. A buffer
ADP-M with a presample filter per channel permits system word rates of up to 500k wps
with RMDU word rates limited to 125k wps so low level multiplexing may be used in a
high speed system without the higher cost of a software program-able PPSF per channel
for all analog inputs.

Modular power supplies permit a power supply assembly to be matched to the power
requirements of any signal conditioner, PCM encoder, or integrated loaf-of-bread
assembly. The addition of significant BIT circuits dramatically simplifies system checkout.
System wide module interchangeability even permits signal conditioners and/or PCM
encoder modules to be integrated in the PCM Central Controller. Finally, by restricting the
architectural changes to primarily state-of-the-art device selection and the mechanical
packaging, it has been possible to salvage most of the significant software investment
made in the past three years when microprocessors were added to the PCM encoder to
permit the airborne system program’s object code to be generated in the PCM ground
station.

Figure 1.  Single PCM Stream RMDU System



Figure 2.  Master/Slave Standalone System

Figure 3.  Multiple RMDU System with PCM Central Controller



Figure 4.  Typical Four Encoder/Digital Filter System with PCM Merger Unit

Figure 5.  Programmable Presample Filter Unit



Figure 6.  PPSF Simplified Functional Block Diagram

Figure 7.  PCM Central Controller



Figure 8.  Electrical to Fiber Optic PCM CC to RMDU Communications Link



Figure 9.  Slice Assembly Depicting Backplane Extension



Figure 10.  Single Slice Mother/Daughterboard Assembly



Figure 11.  RMDU Configured as a 1553B Bus Monitor

Figure 12.  148 Channel RMDU with Integral Signal Conditioning



Figure 13.  Standalone RMDU with Integral PPFU

Figure 14.  Computer Control/Display Unit


